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This is a report on joint work with Alessandro Gambini and Alessandro Languasco [1],
where we improve the results in [2]. We deal with a Diophantine approximation problem
with prime variables: the goal is to prove that the inequality

|λ1p1 + λ2p2 + λ3p
k
3 − ω| ≤

(
max{p1, p2, pk3}

)−ψ(k)+ε
(1)

has infinitely many solutions in prime variables p1, p2 and p3 for any given real number
ω, under as mild Diophantine assumptions on the real constants λ1, λ2 and λ3 as possible
and with ψ = ψ(k) > 0 in an interval (1, k0]. In [2] we proved that we can take ψ(k) =
(4 − 3k)/(10k) for k ∈ (1, 4/3). Now we improve on this result both in the admissible
range for k and in the exponent ψ(k) in (1), in the common range.

Assume that 1 < k ≤ 3, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are non-zero real numbers, not all of the same
sign, that λ1/λ2 is irrational and let ω be a real number. The inequality (1) has infinitely
many solutions in prime variables p1, p2, p3 for any ε > 0, where

ψ(k) =


(3− 2k)/(6k) if 1 < k ≤ 6

5
,

1/12 if 6
5
< k ≤ 2,

(3− k)/(6k) if 2 < k < 3,

1/24 if k = 3.

(2)

It is easily seen that the hypothesis on the sign is natural, if one wants to approximate
all real numbers, whereas the hypothesis on the ratio λ1/λ2 is needed to avoid trivial cases
when (1) can not hold. For the proof we use a modern variant of the technique introduced
in the 1930’s by Davenport & Heilbronn. The values for ψ given by (2) depend on suitable
bounds for the relevant exponential sums over prime powers.
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